
Photography can document life’s cherished moments, express your 
inner creativity and tell a brand or organization’s story to the world. 
With a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography from Kent State, the choice 
as to how you apply your creative talents in the workforce is yours. 
You’ll be prepared to be a professional photographer in advertising, 
fashion, architecture or food — or work as a photojournalist, portrait 
photographer, art director or commercial photographer.

The prestigious Wallace J. Hagedorn Scholarship in Photography 
offers tuition scholarships and funding for portfolio-building 
experiences. See back for detailed information.
The program’s home, Taylor Hall, was significantly upgraded 
in 2017 and includes a creative gallery space, state-of-the-art 
resource lab, photography and design studios and brightly lit 
open-plan classrooms.
The B.F.A. in Photography at Kent State is accredited by the 
National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD).

Capturing moments for art, life and beyond

Photography

What types of classes are available?

Foundational & Advanced Studio Lighting • Digital Imaging • 
Fashion Photography • Color Photography • Editorial  
Photography • Photography Techniques • Architectural 
Photography • Advanced Portfolio Development

And more!

Our Alumni

•  Advertising, Fashion, Architectural, Food, Editorial Photography
•  Owner/Assistant at Wedding and Lifestyle Photography Studios
•  Portraiture, Photo and Art Direction
•  Photojournalism
•  Commercial Photography, including Real Estate and Automotive
•  Digital Technician including CGI
•  Fine Art Photography
 • Studio Manager for Businesses and Non-Profits

Students who graduate with a B.F.A. in Photography can work 
for established studios that serve commercial clients, start 
their own studios or freelance. Here are some examples of 
what our alumni do:

Communication-focused study 
abroad programs are offered in 

Lisbon, Florence and Prague

19:1 
student-to-
faculty ratio

1,100
square feet of gallery 
space in Taylor Hall

Relevant

Student Jobs
in graphic and web 
design at IdeaBase, 
Kent State’s student-

run design agency

In Taylor Hall

2,800 SQUARE FEET
of space among four 

photography studios for 
student use

85%
Retention rate among 

first-year students in CCI

VCD 
Creative 

Lab
Access to high-

quality cameras, 
lenses, tablets 

and more



Approximately 
$200,000 in aid is 
awarded annually 
to support student 
scholarships and 

experiences.

Hagedorn scholarships 
are both merit- and 
need-based and are 
open to photography 
majors and minors. 

Students must 
maintain a 3.0.

The Wallace J. Hagedorn 
Scholarship in Photography

The prestigious and competitive Hagedorn Scholarship 
supports student tuition costs and enriching, out-of-
classroom experiences to help photography students 
develop strong portfolios. Here are some examples of ways 
the Hagedorn scholarship has enriched student experiences:

The funds for this scholarship come from the largest single 
gift ($4.2 million) ever made to Kent State to support only 

scholarships. To learn more:
www.kent.edu/cci/hagedorn

•  Tuition scholarships that are renewable annually 
     with application
•  Participation in prestigious photography workshops for 
    both students and professionals, like:
           •  Missouri Photo Workshop documenting small-  
           town America
           •  Multimedia Immersion Workshop for photographers 
            who want to expand their multimedia skills
           •  Northern Short Course, a three-day event featuring 
           dozens of workshops and industry leaders in visual 
            journalism
           •  Maine Media Workshops, taking place in the 
            summer, for photography students of all levels
•  Supporting costs for independent and university-led travel 
    (domestic or study abroad) when a student completes a 
    significant photography project for their portfolio. 

Fashion Photographer, Buckle

“My professors created an engaging, collaborative classroom 
environment from which I developed advanced photography skills 
and design techniques and built strong relationships. They truly 
care about their students and went above and beyond to ensure my 
success by pushing me out of my comfort zone. The confidence and 
dedication that I have developed ignited my desire to do more, learn 
more, and see more.”

Catherine Sedor
B.F.A. Photography, 2021
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Kent, OH 44242
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www.kent.edu/vcd/bachelor-fine-arts-photography

Thanks to a Hagedorn scholarship, Kent State alumna Dana 
McKinney, ’20, completed a fashion photography internship 
with designer Romeo Hunte. The scholarship helped offset 
New York City living expenses, and she gained confidence, 

knowledge about the fashion industry and valuable 
photography experience. She says: “When you are standing 

in the middle of the road, dodging cars and directing a 
professional photoshoot with professional models, it is the 

most wild and positive feeling you will ever experience. In that 
moment, I had never been more thankful for ... the help of the 

Hagedorn scholarship.” 
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